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They are just a band.

They are called Tindersticks;

But they are more than that.

It is just an album.

It is called The Waiting Room;

But it is more than that.

It is quiet music;

But then it is not.

It whispers and screams at the same time;

It is the sound of thunderously quiet contemplation.

It buzzes beneath the surface.

It is lonely;

But it is far from the saddest loneliness;

Though, still, it is;

Sad;

It is many miles from that longing loneliness that begets despair and emptiness.

This is a different type of loneliness.

This is the loneliness of the poets; the painters; the artists; the introverts; the introspective; the statesmen; the
filmmakers; the writers; the screenwriters; the kings; the queens; the leaders; the workers; the dreamers; the rebels;
the madmen; the explorers; the musicians; and the damned, if we aren’t all damned already. It has its own language,
culture, economy, psychology; anatomy, physics, spirit, cosmology. It is a universe unto its own. No one and
everybody lives there. We don’t dare call it home.

It is home.

It screams and whispers;

At the same time.

They are just a band.
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They are called Tindersticks;

But they are more than that.

If Dali and Bunuel were still with us today, they would be Tindersticks fans. They would drink their wine and savor
“Hey Lucinda” and dark instrumentals “This Fear of Emptiness” and “Follow Me”. They would work to “ We Were
Once Lovers” and “How He Entered” and fall to sleep to “The Waiting Room” and “Planting Holes”. In that way, I
would be like them. We could all be like them. We should all be like them.

It is just an album.

It is called The Waiting Room;

But it is more than that.

It is solitude.

It is the solitude of contentment.

It needs nothing nor anyone else.

It is quiet.

It is cacophony.

It walks between shadows but never startles. It arrives like a long awaited friend. It sits quietly across the cafe table,
lights a cigarette without a word, exhales the smoke, then just looks at you. Whether man or woman, animus or
anima, daemon or demon, not a word passes. You then realize your friend; for all you perceive as sight, sound,
smell; is nothing but a reflection hanging in the air. You sit back and take another sip of thick espresso and drag off
your Gauloise Legere. You are alone, but you are not. Your friend repeats your actions and entertains your thoughts.

You both enjoy the quiet buzz of the cafe as does everyone else around you. Everyone sits quietly with their
reflection. There is not a sound but the muffled clanging of dishes and hum of the espresso machine. Everyone is
alone and not alone.

Nothing needs to be said. Nothing is all. All is nothing.

They are just a band.

They are called Tindersticks;

But they are more than that.

It is just an album.

It is called The Waiting Room;

But it is more than that.

You realize it is late;

Late at night;

Syd Barrett late;

Dark.
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The city streets barely move save an occasional rat or taxi. Your footsteps echo through the streets as you walk
home. But they are not louder than your heart.

You hear Tindersticks in your head.

You feel alone and unreal.

You realize:

This is nighttime music.

You long to be home again. You can’t get there fast enough.

You walk faster and faster.

This is late night lying on the floor of a darkened room illuminated by the muted glow from your stereo, computer
screen, or device music. The shadows are faint, friendly. They are reassuring.

You walk even faster.

You are alone, but you are not.

Me and my shadow.

You can’t see your friend, but you feel him.

You hear him.

He sings. He sings Tindersticks.

It is the soundtrack of nighttime peregrinations: foreboding moonlight walks; meditative bike rides through empty
fog-bound streets; train rides through pitch black mountain passes and sleeping Belgian towns; drives through
deserted city streets: Paris, New York, London, Los Angeles, Kalispell. It is haunting. It gets under your skin and
stays there, erupting in epiphanies and speaking in tongues.

You awake on the floor.

It is morning.

Earbuds remain in your ears from last night; all night listening to Tindersticks.

There is no sound in your ears. It’s only in your head. “Hey Lucinda”. You realize Lhasa de Sela died more than six
years ago.

She sang “Hey Lucinda” with Tindersticks frontman Stuart Staples.

It makes you sad;

So;

You listen to The Waiting Room one more time and you can’t wait for the sun to set.

They are just a band.

They are called Tindersticks;

But they are more than that.
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It is just an album.

It is called The Waiting Room;

But it is more than that.

It is the best album of this short-lived year so far.

It will be a monumental task to top.
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